The present paper describes an unstructured hexahedral mesh generator for viscous flow simulations around complex 3D configurations. The first step of this method is the geometric adaptation of an initial non-body-fitted mesh by grid embedding. The resulting octree mesh is then fitted to the actual boundaries of the domain and its main features, such as sharp edges and corners, are captured. Degenerated cells resulting from body-fitting are removed using a splitting strategy and by insertion of buffer layers. Finally, in vicinity of solid walls, layers of highly stretched cells are marched directly from the quadrilateral surface mesh that is a by-product of the body-fitting process. Interfacing between the layer and octree meshes only requires the deformation of the octree to insert the layers. The resulting method is highly automated and significantly reduces turn-around times. To illustrate its capabilities, both internal and external applications are presented.
Introduction
Mesh generation is one of the major stumbling blocks encountered by design engineers using CFD tools and, for complex 3D configurations, is already the most time consuming step of a CFD analysis. 1 Graphical user interfaces such as the one found in IGG, 2 the interactive 3D surface modeling and grid generation system from Numeca Int., have greatly facilitated this operation. However, although the current version of IGG generates high quality block-structured meshes for CFD applications, it is known that multi-block grids for complex geometries, such as a complete aircraft, are labor intensive and demand a high level of specialized skills from the potential user. Furthermore, although a graphical user interface facilitates the creation of new meshes from scratch, there is a growing need for tools to rapidly remesh iteratively optimized geometries as required in a design process. In an attempt to automate such operations, scripting or batch tools are now being reimplemented with new graphical interfaces for predefined topologies, such as aircraft wings or turbomachines (IGG/AUTOGRID). This is, however, an interim solution and, in order to meet the requirements for the next generation of CFD software, radically new approaches with higher levels of automation have to be developed. The present project reflects such an effort.
Block-structured approaches can be automated using domain dissection by medial surfaces 3 but practical implementations still require timely user intervention. Unstructured approaches are, on the other hand, easier to automate but usually resort to tetrahedral cells. 4, 5 Turbulent viscous flows require, however, very high aspect ratios in boundary layers and tetrahedral cells are difficult to generate for such regions and additionally lead to poor accuracy. Semi-structured marching methods can generate layers of high quality stretched prismatic cells from an initial surface mesh of triangles. Although easily automated, such methods cannot be used alone for general configurations because of overlapping problems. Hybrid methods 6 resolve this problem by limiting the total thickness of the layers and using an unstructured tetrahedral generator to fill the remaining gaps. However, the resulting meshes combine prismatic and tetrahedral cells and are not as efficient as hexahedral meshes. One hexahedral cell can indeed replace five to six tetrahedral cells or two prismatic ones without degrading accuracy, in boundary layers.
To automate all-hexahedron mesh generation, a similar method combining layer marching from a quadrilateral surface mesh and unstructured hexahedral generation is very attractive. However, the usual outside-in approach, i.e., start from an initial boundary surface mesh and then fill out the volume, is impracticable for unstructured hexahedral meshes. The generalization of the 2D paving algorithm 7 is promising but poses great algorithmic problems that are not yet resolved. 8 The proposed method bypasses these problems by using an inside-out approach instead, i.e., directly fill the volume and produce a boundary surface mesh only as a side-effect. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In such an approach, an initial hexahedral mesh, usually Cartesian, covering the whole domain is first generated and cells located outside the domain are blanked out. The mesh is thus initially bounded by stair-step surfaces that have to be conformed to the actual boundaries of the domain. This body-fitting process can be performed by either filling [9] [10] [11] [12] the gap between the stair-step and actual boundaries, snapping 13, 14 the bounding cells onto the boundary surface or cutting [15] [16] [17] [18] them with this surface. An octree structure is usually adopted to locally refine the cells by recursive splitting according to the size of the geometric features and the curvature of the bounding surfaces. 11, 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] The resulting hanging nodes can be removed using a modified octree 11 or left to be treated by the solver. 12, 15, 17, 18 The biggest implementation challenge of such an octree-based approach is its interface with a layer mesh. To avoid overlaid chimera schemes or discontinuous patching, 17, 18 the present generator first fits the octree mesh on the domain boundaries using a snapping method and then marches the layers directly from the quadrilateral surface mesh that is a by-product of the body-fitting process. Interfacing between the layer and octree meshes is then essentially trivial and only requires the deformation of the octree to insert the layers.
The resulting method is similar in principle to the approach proposed by Smith and Leschziner 12 but includes a more complete strategy for edge capturing with removal of degenerated cells. Furthermore, the present method is not constrained to Cartesian initial meshes and differs in the layer mesh generation process. After the description of the required domain definition, the present paper explains the three main steps of the method, i.e., generation of an initial non-body-fitted mesh, body-fitting, and layer marching. Application examples, including both internal and external configurations, are also presented.
Domain Definition
The input for the present generator is a set of water-tight non-overlapping trimmed NURBS patches obtained after clean-up of a raw CAD output. Each surface patch constitutes a topologic face and its bounding curves are topologic edges. These edges are themselves connected to topologic vertices (Fig. 1) . Sharp edges and corners that have to be captured exactly must be identified either automatically or interactively.
Theoretically, NURBS patches could be used directly but algorithms for cell intersection and in-out tests on NURBS involve the solution of non-linear equations and can be rather time consuming. That is why the NURBS patches are automatically discretized by a set of quadrilateral faces, using mapped transfinite interpolations, or triangular faces, using an advancing front surface mesh generator. This surface mesh is only an acceleration device and does not have to be of high quality. Efficient and robust intersection algorithms 16 can then be used in conjunction with an alternating digital tree (ADT) storage structure 19 for fast geometric searching. To recover the initial CAD surfaces, a post-processing operation repositions the boundary vertices on the actual NURBS. Although non-linear, this operation incurs a minimal additional cost since it is performed only once during the whole generation process.
The detailed description of each step of the method given hereafter is illustrated by a simple but nontrivial test case with sharp corners and both concave and convex edges (Fig. 2) .
Non-Body-Fitted Mesh Generation
The initial hexahedral mesh can be Cartesian or nonCartesian as well as structured or unstructured. It can also conform to part of the domain boundaries. A structured mesh generated around one component of the domain, such as an engine or a wing in a full airplane geometry, can be used as in Ref. 14. This mesh must, however, be easy to generate automatically or at least require minimum user intervention. At present, the proposed method uses the simplest initial mesh possible, i.e., a single hexahedral cell encompassing the domain (Fig. 3a) . Orientation dependence is minimized by manually aligning the domain and the initial cell. This mesh is first adapted geometrically by grid embedding, i.e., recursive splitting of each hexahedral cell into 8 child cells (Fig. 4) . For this purpose, a target size is computed in a pre-processing step for each face of the discretized NURBS using geometric criteria such as curvature and gap size. Cells intersecting these faces are then split up until they fall below the associated target size and the refinement is diffused in the whole domain by balancing the resulting octree.
After geometric adaptation, ray-casting in-out tests are performed. Cells located outside the domain are blankedout and the remaining cells form the final octree mesh (Fig. 3b) . To take into account the thickness of the layer mesh to be later inserted, cells located within a margin of the domain boundaries can also be discarded. Hanging nodes are not removed and can be treated by cell-centered finite volume methods. However, special care has to be taken at boundaries to avoid some hanging node configurations (Fig. 5) as well as zero-thickness regions with barely touching cells (Fig. 6) forbidden by the bodyfitting process. 
Body-Fitting
To improve snapping, the exposed faces of the octree mesh are first smoothed using a Laplacian-like operator with special constraints on hanging nodes (Fig. 7a) . Shrinking effects are precluded by using the surface faring method of Taubin. 20 Each vertex of the resulting surface mesh is then snapped onto the closest domain boundary (Fig. 7b) . In thin regions such as wing trailing edges, snapthrough is avoided using the approach suggested by Ives.
14 Sharp corners and edges cannot, however, be adequately resolved by simple snapping without excessive refinement and have thus to be captured explicitly. This task is arguably the most critical aspect of body-fitting methods but can be performed reliably as long as the mesh is fine enough compared to the edge length. The sharp edge length and gap size between adjacent edges are thus additional octree refinement criteria. Corner capturing is the association of a surface mesh vertex with each sharp corner of the domain (Fig. 7c) . The selected candidates optimize the local quality of the surface mesh. Such an optimization approach is slower than using an ad hoc function based on distance and other topologic factors but greatly improves robustness. Furthermore, since the optimization is local, it does not depend on the size of the mesh, i.e., the number of cells, but rather on the number of corners to capture and thus the topological complexity of the domain. Edge capturing, on the other hand, matches each sharp topologic edge with a set of mesh edges (Figs.  7d and 7e ). This process starts at one extremity of the topologic edge and progresses one mesh edge at a time until the other extremity is reached. Each newly added edge is repositioned to match the sharp geometry and the surface mesh is locally smoothed to avoid the formation of wrinkles. The edge selection criterion is the minimization of the surface mesh displacement resulting from this repositioning.
Degenerated hexahedral cells resulting from this bodyfitting process can be removed by insertion of buffers during the layer marching step except on concave edges. For such edges, the special splitting strategy of Schneiders 9, 10 is used (Fig. 8) . This degeneration removal process can be assimilated to local refinement and does not propagate further inside the volume mesh (Fig. 7f) .
Layer Marching
Layer marching has two purposes. First, it improves the quality of boundary cells and removes some degenerated cases by sequentially inserting one buffer layer on each topologic face (Fig. 9) . Such a strategy has a similar effect than the isomorphism method of Schneiders 9, 10 but decouples the body-fitting and buffer insertion steps. The second purpose of layer marching is to obtain high quality, stretched hexahedral cells to resolve viscous boundary layers near solid walls (Fig. 10) . For this purpose, surface patches corresponding to solid walls have to be identified and associated with an initial spacing, a stretching factor and a number of layers.
The present algebraic method starts from the bodyfitted surface mesh and marches the layers in the direction of the local normal with a geometrically growing step size. Stretching and orthogonality are thus easily controlled and the resulting layers are inserted between the domain boundaries and the octree volume mesh by simple deformation of the latter. To avoid overlapping problems in gaps and concave regions, the total thickness of the layers is limited to the size of the adjacent octree mesh cell. Furthermore, as in the approach of Kallinderis et al., 6 step sizes are increased in concave regions and decreased in convex regions to progressively smooth out kinks.
Application Examples
The present mesh generator was implemented using object-oriented programming and the C++ language. The current preliminary version of the computer code does not yet perform automatically the initial NURBS discretization. The following examples thus used the exterior boundary of existing block-structured meshes for domain definition. However, since those block-structured meshes were generated for actual CFD computations, the resulting boundary discretizations usually include much more faces than actually needed to act only as an acceleration device for the underlying NURBS. That is why the CPU times are not yet representative of the potential performance of the present method and range from less than 5 min for the cylinder up to more than an hour for the Airbus 320 on a Sun UltraSPARC workstation. The following examples nevertheless illustrate the capabilities of the mesh generator in terms of robustness and mesh quality for both internal and external configurations. 
Internal Configurations
Figures 11 and 12 present the meshes inside a doubly bent circular cylinder and a turbomachinery return channel, respectively. No geometric adaptation was performed for these first two cases and their Cartesian non-body-fitted meshes were composed of uniformly sized cells. The resulting meshes thus do not present any hanging nodes.
Note also how the layers were marched only from solid walls, particularly in Fig. 12 . Figure 13 presents the mesh inside a pipe with a butterfly valve in fully open position. For symmetry reasons, only one quarter of the pipe was meshed. Geometric adaptation resulted in higher refinement levels in gaps and high curvature regions and the marching method automatically reduced the total thickness of the layers according to the size of the adjacent octree cells. To show the potential reduction in turn-around time possible with the present method, an experienced CFD engineer meshed the same geometry using an interactive blockstructured approach. The engineer took a couple of days while the present method finished in less than 30 min on a Sun UltraSPARC workstation.
External Configurations
The first external example is the mesh around a Peugeot 405 car body without its wheels (Fig. 14) . On the body, only the bumper junction was considered as a sharp convex edge and had to be captured. For viscous flow simulations, layers had to be marched not only from the car but also from the ground.
Finally, preliminary results for a generic Airbus A320 without its engines are presented in Fig. 15 . The junctions between the fuselage and the wings as well as the vertical and horizontal stabilizers were considered sharp convex edges while the leading and trailing edges and wing tips were considered as sharp concave edges. Splitting was thus necessary on these concave edges. Although generally acceptable, the resulting mesh quality has to be improved near the razor sharp wing tips. The present method is being refined to correct this shortcoming. 
Concluding Remarks
The proposed octree-based unstructured hexahedral mesh generator requires much less user intervention than a block-structured approach and is capable of producing high quality cells near solid walls, both in terms of orthogonality and smooth variation of the stretching ratio, to resolve viscous boundary layers. Compared to an interactive approach, the cost of such a higher level of automation is perhaps a lower global quality, particularly in concave edges. However, the present method can reduce the typical turn around time for generating a mesh for a complex 3D geometry from several days, as required by an interactive approach, to about an hour or less and is therefore much more suitable for industrial design applications.
As the method matures, mesh quality and computational efficiency will improve. Should an even higher quality still be required, the generator can always start from a mesh fitted around the most important feature of the domain, the wing of an airplane or the shape of the main passage in a turbomachinery application for example, and capture the rest of the geometry automatically as suggested by Ives. 14 The present method will thus, ultimately, let the user decide the trade-off between mesh quality and automation.
